
 

ABOUT TATA NEXON  
Reinforcing Tata Motors’ IMPACT design language, NEXON comes as the 4th product under this design philosophy, reflecting 
a dynamic and sporty design. Boasting a sculpted body that portrays a sense of power and agility, the NEXON flaunts an 
appealing exterior design with a dual tone exterior color scheme. 

 
Sporty design with a raised stance makes the NEXON look sleek and proportionate. 
Aerodynamic silhouette with raked rear enhances the sporty character. The front 
fascia of the NEXON appears athletic with the chrome Humanity Line seamlessly 
integrated into the stylish projector headlamps with feline-eye shaped Daytime 
Running Lights (DRLs). NEXON displays a first of its kind amalgamation of art with 
the automobile design featuring Ivory White accents around fog lamps, swooshing 

across the shoulder line merging on to X-factor at the back with sonic Silver dual tone roof, to lend NEXON a signature 
appearance. 
 
The stylish exteriors is well complemented with plush & premium interiors featuring first-in-segment grand central console 
with a sliding tambour door. NEXON comes with thoughtfully designed 31 utility spaces with generous leg room to carry 
one’s world along.  
 
NEXON comes with a choice of both petrol and diesel engines. The powerful & torquey 1.2L turbocharged petrol engine 
and a 1.5L turbocharged Diesel engine gives NEXON an edge over competition with best-in-class performance, and 
versatility offered by 3 Drive Modes (ECO, CITY & SPORT) which adapt the engine performance as per the driver’s 
preference. The Revotorq, 1.5L turbocharged Diesel engine delivers a class-leading power of 110PS and 260Nm of max 
torque and  the Revotron, 1.2L turbocharged Petrol engine delivers a superior power of 110PS and 170Nm of max torque 
to ensure that NEXON delivers a sporty & spirited performance. Mated to these powerful engines is an advanced 6-speed 
transmission ensuring better power transfer across 6 gears and quick take-off characteristics. 
 
With various features like, best-in-class ground clearance of 209 mm, 16” machine-cut alloy wheels, a dual path suspension 
& sculpted bucket seats for superior ride comfort. It comes with lowest turning circle radius with EPAS (Electric Power 
assisted steering). With a generous boot space of 350L and expandable storage space upto 690L with 100% rear cushion 
flip & flat-fold rear seats, the NEXON has been designed intelligently. Rear seats can also be split in 60:40 configuration to 
accommodate large items in the boot along with the passenger.  
 
With features like Remote key with electric tailgate unlock & approach lamps, passive entry & passive start, reverse camera 
with dynamic guideways, reverse parking sensors, power adjustable & retractable outside mirrors and automatic climate 
control with rear air vents, the Tata NEXON provides a class-leading driving experience.  
 
The NEXON comes loaded with advance safety features like ISOFIX Child restrain system for rear seats, dual front airbags 
and antilock braking system with corner stability control as standard across all variants, adjustable front & rear headrests 
for impact protection, brake assist feature for shorter stopping distance in emergency braking.  
 
The Connectnext Infotainment system by HarmanTM comes with a 6.5” floating Dashtop touchscreen and an exclusively 
tuned 8-speaker system for surround sound effect. New generation of smartphone connectivity, with AndroidTM Auto and 
a host of smartphone apps to ensure an easy & intuitive vocal interaction with the Infotainment for navigation, music, 
making calls, reading & replying to text & WhatsappTM messages. Add to this voice alerts for warning functions, video 
playback & image viewing options that truly define the technologically advanced DNA of the NEXON. 
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